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Wednesday, October 13, 2010

This morning Wednesday October 13,2010 at 8am the Four Officers met with Gary Quinlan Manager of
HR-UR, new Plant Manager John Macaulay, along with Jamie Saylor and Brock Seeley from Union Relations.
The meeting was all about the correct way to place members with recall as well as laid-off dues paying
brothers and sisters brought in on temporary jobs.
At jeopardy was the Union and Company moving forward in a positive direction before a self imposed
Friday deadline. Strikes, walkouts and other labor actions are serious business; we clearly understand this, as does
most of our rank and file.
We are fully prepared and will take immediate action if the corrective actions are not fully carried out.
What was discussed and agreed upon this morning was:
All this means is simply this: everything will be done the way it should have been done in the first place.
Run recall as normal recall, the posting of 6 building 26 test jobs today, 7 other jobs[inspection, maintenance or any other jobs no one has recall to] on Friday. I will have that list later on today or first thing in morning.
I will notify all Chiefs as soon as I receive it.
Whatever realignment process currently in effect per building Chief Steward will be followed.
All these jobs will be treated as permanent jobs.
No one will be on any job that they either didn’t have recall to or bid to.
Every Executive-Board Member was handed a copy of the locally signed recall agreement, which will be
exactly followed. If you don’t understand it or have any questions get in touch with your Union Rep. or one of us
immediately.
Every E-Board member clearly understood the importance of getting as many laid-off members as possible
back in the plant, to reset their benefits before that window of opportunity closed.
There are roughly 330 UE 506 members in here right now on a temporary job.
We also have the payment issue for many of our own members that have to be rectified.
All Chiefs will be giving me an updated list of everyone that is owed back wages, due to our understanding of how people that had rights to jobs and were bypassed.
We take this issue just as serious.
I think we need to reiterate this not as a threat, but as clear understanding if either side screws this up
either now or before it is fixed thru misunderstandings or lack of action, then we will both lose!!

